Circular

Sub:- Regarding Admission Plan 2010-11

In continuation of our earlier circulars on the above cited subject, all the Heads of Govt. schools are hereby informed that Admission Plan 2010-11 is ready and is available on DEL-E. It reflects the details of the feeder schools along with enrolment of students twinned to the parent Government schools of Directorate of Education gender wise and medium of instruction wise.

All the Heads of Govt. schools are hereby directed to seek students details from Head Masters/Head Mistresses of their respective feeder schools. Submission of details of students by Heads of feeder schools (MCD/MCD recognized) in soft as well as hard copy is as per joint decision taken in the meeting of officials of MCD and that of Directorate of Education. Students details are to be fed online in the student module already activated. It is desired that the online entry of details of students of all feeder schools must be got completed by each Head of parent school by Saturday 27/02/10 positively.

DDE’s/EO’s are requested to ensure the compliance of same as per time schedule.

(\text{Signature})

(Dr. (Mrs.) Sunita Kaushik)
Addl. Director of Edu. (School)

All HOSs/Eos/DDEs/through DEL-E Copy for information

1. P.S. to Pr. Secretary (Education)
2. P.S. to Director (Education)
3. Director MCD (Education)
4. Mr. Kirpal Singh, SI (Plg), MCD with the request to see that Heads of MCD schools submit details of students in soft as well as hard copy to concerned Head of parent school in time.
5. Guard file
6. OS(IT) to paste on website